Dead Student
Is Found By
Many Sexes

The body of a Baruch School student was discovered today buried under four feet of dust in the third floor library.

The student, whose parents preferred he remain anonymous, was reported missing over three years ago.

His body was found by Dean Many Sexes, who was an autopsy. A preliminary coroner's report noted that the student was suffering three broken ribs when one year's worth of dust in the building's library facilities, the body was removed.

The coroner's statement also re-\end{\vfill}

Lecture Students Punished
For Using Tape Recorder

Strong disciplinary action has been taken by the administration against sixty-nine students and a lecturer for overusing the Mis-management 105 lecture.

Professor Irving Chicken (Jewish Engineering) regretted that the students had not used the lecture system in every lecture attended. A massive protest was called "a noted student troubleshooter and formerly an infamous editor of THE TIKKER." A large part of yesterday's remark was devoted to replying to the charges made by Professor Jean Godet (Liberal Arts), who teaches elective courses in the University of Heterosis, and Byrd Yolk (History), who taught a popular course.

Many Sexes, who was attempting a preliminary coroner's report about twenty years ago, claimed that the lecturer did not attend either, but had a graduate recently play a tape of his scintillating remarks, recorded about twenty years ago. Under pressure of this, Dean David Hooten (Dept. to Extending Stud. Life) ordered the student's body removed, which would soon be buried in a nearby mortuary.

Dean Hooten called this "the possible form of punishment." In a related development, Professors Irving J. Chicken (Jewish Engineering) yesterday called for utilization of the lecture system in every lecture attended. In an exploratory interview with THE TIKKER, Professor Chicken announced he had solved the recipe for his new position.

"A fear," he said, "that the institution should be taught the aid of visual sciences and body English. It is only through these means that student attention could be held for as long as fifty minutes," the instructor added. These views were first aired at the famous Lecture Debate, sponsored by Professor Morebringe Benefits (Economics). The professor also called for an increase in the number of lectures. Opposing them was Professor Jean Godet (Liberal Arts), who teaches elective courses in the University of Heterosis, and Byrd Yolk (History), who taught a popular course.

"Professor" Irving Chicken Lecture Lower

"Professor" Irving Chicken, lecturer for the course, yesterday called for adequate floor space in the average classroom. The students cc7i find specimens on the second floor, which is 113 feet at the time elevators.

Professor Chicken, who had removed all the books. And, books in their personal collections.

The suffocated student, laid out on a table in the Student Group Formed. A preliminary coroner's report stated that the student was suffering three broken ribs when one year's worth of dust had been spread over the library.
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You say it, but I say it, the aged "sue" is the master of our green student publications. Many people have come to believe it. Actually, it is not so. What we really try to make is a green student publication. And we do it with our friends, the students. We try to make sure that if these happen to coincide with the editorial leadership of the TICKER, it is pretty sure they will.

**GUANO**

We doubt the regret of leadership which took shape at the recent debate between Fred "Rusty" Speltz, the deluded leader, was too well suited for the job. All of his statements were ruled as "inadmissible," for the G.U.A.N.O. had long been accustomed to hearing its members boast of its effectiveness and accomplishments. Fred "Rusty" Speltz has a point, gentlemen. All of his statements were ruled as "inadmissible," for the G.U.A.N.O. had long been accustomed to hearing its members boast of its effectiveness and accomplishments.

**Case Against F. T. T. S.**

Mr. Feldman stated, "Mr. T. T. S. is seldom, if ever, active. His study is without the G.U.A.N.O. office. Also, he is seldom, if ever, active. His study is without the G.U.A.N.O. office.
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Rednecks Are Afraid to Face Mighty CCNY

Once again, good old St. John's has decided that it won't face a City College team. Oh, it's not the first time one of these "athletic powerhouses" (Ha!) has checked out rather than face the mighty Beavers.

Now it's the rifle team. The nine-roads have won the Western division championship of the Metropolitan Rifle League. The Beavers from mighty St. John's (two cars in every basketball player's garage) won the Eastern crown.

Anyway, they previously agreed to play the winner of the western division. But once those puller-fellas found out it was City, they cried uncle.

Officially the Rednecks say that they have a higher average, although they neglected to mention the fact that they had an easier schedule than we had.

First, Army didn't want to come to City. We tried to tell them to get their — — — down here, but they just wouldn't freeze. No wonder we're losing to that skid from Vietnam?

The next thing you know, those Bohemians from Washington Square will claim they're for peace and refuse to shoot against the City rifle team.

The time has come for all City College students to take the advice of that great American, the Imperial Wizard of the KKK. Let's get 'em:}

Baseball Star Won't Play Sans Pay

Mirch Mantlemen, the star centerfielder of the City College baseball team, has announced that he has decided to leave the hollowed (sic) halls of City.

Mantlemen is a prodege of Mr. Moskins, the present City coach and the former Nashville Coorn utility infielder. Mirch claims that his salary is too small. He says that the current player budget only allows a $25,000 maximum to baseball players on scholarships.

Mirch has threatened to go to Washington Square. Ticker feels that Mirch has a just complaint and recommends that the Board of Higher Education raise basic baseball players' salaries to the level of those athletes on the basketball team.

Whatever you do, Mirch, don't sign with the Mets — you've been an amateur long enough.

Carolan Guard Welcome

Here are three of those Bohemians from the great capital of learning at Washington Square. They came to see the annual Ticker-Booster volleyball game. Unfortunately, the Spanish name and daughters of City College were infected by their bugs. P.S. — the girl is a victim of Terror in the subways.

Booster-Cot Is Depantsed

Howie Yum-Yum, the majorette of those demure, delicate debs, was rudely deprived of her pants by those misfitful from Ticker. Yum-Yum was very angry; he had wanted to deposit some money at First National City Bank. But those terrible bullies from Ticker refused to give him back his BUMGarees.

O' Captain, My Captain

This is a picture of the violent, not-so-poor, Ticker volleyball captain, Garfinkel Galore '69, who cried, "Help! Beating up on me, you lot all the ball? But it was too much. However, the rest of the team held their own.

Boosters Up the Creek

After their disastrous defeat by the volleyball champs from Almighty CCNY (the score was 25-3), the poor Boosters were leaving on the Bumgarees ship, a scaled model of the actual boat that sunk up the Hudson. They were last seen storming the walls of Sing Sing prison from the inside.

Although this is not the vessel used by G.U.A.N.O. on its boating THE TICKER had to use the picture anyway.

All in Sport?

Maurry (Buoy) Benefits (Political Science) revealed to THE TICKER that his best class at Harvard was a swimming lecture. He noted that in each class he was turned upside down and placed in the water as the main buoy.

Shotgun Sherritt, coach of the Baruch rifle team, reported that his first ever coach was a success. However, Shotgun had a peculiar feeling about the four bullet wounds he incurred during that period. There has been a strong turnup of ex-students from the rifle team.

The latest news from Doom Blank-in-Head, who has been attempting to teach cows how to debit and credit, is that the experiment has been totally successful. Except for one student-cow who was dropped for cheating hay during class.

Yusef Wismen has received a special commendation from Nate Sadelman, for his special work with insomniacs.

Professor Andy Lavender is reported to have given up tennis and the New York Yankees to become a full-time Met fan.

Is it true that Professor Irv Rosenthal recommended that all Baruch students back away from THE TICKER sports page?

When asked about the main reason for closing the tenth floor cafeteria, Many Sexes, Dean of Table Manners and the man of the hour, responded, "these idiot management students don't know how to eat their hot meals."

The Department of Marine Life has discovered a new type of cold-blooded fish, the Sailed-fish.

Danny P. Parker, Professor of the Baruch wrestling team, was reported as saying, "Once you've put him down, kick him in the groin; you'll win every time! That's Parkor principle number 109."

Dean David Neuter has announced a special pre-registration program for all students taking part in extra-curricular activities, with special consideration given to athletics. Dean Neuter said that the program will be inaugurated by next term's incoming freshmen. After this statement, he revealed that incoming freshmen will be restricted from taking part in extra-curricular, especially athletics.

Doc Irving Gregor, coach of the Baruch wall-washers, has assigned Harry Stoltzer, the captain of the team, to the infinitely difficult task of cleaning up Ticker. In the past, Harry has done a remarkable job in the latrines.

Upon his appointment as director of City Sewage, Frewie Shawe said, "This is a complex system, my cohorts will bear me out. But because of my obvious experience I am qualified."

Who is the ale man? Ernie Eckila, president of the Baruch A.A. (Athletic Association) has announced that the ale man for 1965 is none other than Thomas Birmingham.

In a short fifty minute dissertation, chumpin' Sam Randhand advocated free travel to Cuba. Said Randhand, "I miss my Havanas!"

There is still hope that Professor Huxley Mandermine will write a new book, "Details in Management."

THE TICKER announces that Baruch athlete of the year award will be presented to Charlie Martin, who is C.C.N.Y.'s slum and pull-up champ. Charlie has never been caught with his pants down.

The Department of Buildings and Grounds has announced the extermination of Louts.

Baruch's Harold Jahnson, protege of famed C.C.N.Y. fencing coach Ego Tuceas, has admitted to THE TICKER that his best class was in his first Term's fencing class. A scale model of the cutting about was sent up the Hudson. They were last seen storming the walls of Sing Sing prison from the inside.

THE TICKER that his best class at Harvard was a swimming lecture. He noted that in each class he was turned upside down and placed in the water as the main buoy.